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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses how in a Windows environment HTML, Javascript, XML and some other native Windows 
functionality can be combined to create an HTML page containing its own data that can be distributed, viewed and 
even edited.  An XML file of the edited data is created which can be returned to the programmer for processing or 
imported into other applications.  All of this is done on the user’s PC without the need for any server side 
functionality.  An ODS Tagset will be presented which can create an application of this type from any SAS® data 
member. 

INTRODUCTION 
It is often necessary to distribute data for viewing by users in the field but sometimes a simple report is not good 
enough.  Sometimes it would also be desirable to have users be able to modify or add to the data either for their own 
purposes or so that it can be returned to the programming staff for additional processing.  Unfortunately the users 
may not have access to SAS or any other programming languages or tools.  They may not even have an Internet 
connection.  Since virtually all Windows users have access to Internet Explorer I have often wished for the ability to 
distribute web pages which could display and manipulate data without the need for any special software or server 
based functionality.  Although client-side web pages can contain script logic allowing some rudimentary logic to be 
added to the page security restrictions built into Internet Explorer generally prohibit web pages from writing data to 
the user’s hard drive.  So how can a client-side web page be made to edit and save data on a user’s hard drive or 
create a data file that can be sent back to the programming staff?  Is it possible for data to be packaged along with a 
web page for easy distribution?  And how can any of this be accomplished without the need for an Internet 
connection or access to a web based server?  This paper will demonstrate the use of an ODS Tagset to create an 
HTML Application containing data that can be viewed, edited and, if desired, returned to the programmer for 
processing.  These applications can be distributed via email, download or mailed out on CDs.  Nothing is required on 
the user’s machine to run them other than Windows and Internet Explorer. 

COMBINING DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES 
In this paper we will be endeavoring to construct an ODS Tagset that can be used to create a web page which 
accesses what is known as a Data Island.  Technically a Data Island is defined as a data store that has non-existent 
or limited external connectivity.  Consequently our Tagset will have to generate a web page containing its own self 
contained data store as well as the logic to access it without the need to connect to any web based databases or 
servers.  This web page will utilize several non-SAS technologies which must also be understood in order to create 
our Tagset. 

HTML 

Most of us are familiar with HTML.  HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) is what the majority of the web pages we 
all look at are made of.  HTML documents are essentially text files containing “tags” or “markup”, i.e. keyword 
markers, that instruct the user’s web browser how to format web content for display.  Unfortunately HTML can only 
specify how content is formatted.  It has no ability to make decisions or perform calculations.  It is, however, possible 
to imbed other languages such as Javascript within an HTML document which can perform these sorts of functions.   

XML 

XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a markup language similar to HTML.  XML is less specific and allows users to 
define their own tags resulting in the ability to actually customize your own markup language.  XML can be used to 
describe different kinds of data as well as its structure.  And since XML, like HTML, is text-based it can easily be 
inserted within an HTML document.  Many software packages such as SAS and even Excel can import and 
understand XML markup.  We will be using XML to define the structure and content of our data store.   

HTA 

HTML documents are generally intended to be used for displaying web content originating from a server.  Since it is 
possible to place worms, viruses and other nasty things within a web document that is downloaded to a user’s 
browser Internet Explorer maintains security in part by virtually prohibiting web pages from writing any data to the 
user’s hard drive.  An HTA  (HTML Application) is basically an HTML document with a .HTA file extension.  This file 
extension has a special meaning to Windows and Internet Explorer.  It says that this file should be assumed to have 
been downloaded or distributed in some way and is being run locally on the user’s machine and not from a web 
server.  As a result Internet Explorer lifts its usual security restrictions and allows the web page full access the user’s 
file system.  In addition to the .HTA file extension HTML Application pages also contain a special <HTA> tag which 
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defines characteristics of the application such as the title to be displayed, the window border style and thickness, 
whether to start the application with the window maximized or minimized, etc. 

DATA BINDING 

Facilities exist within HTML to allow a page’s content to be “bound” or connected to a data source.  When the 
underlying data is altered the change is automatically reflected in the web page when it is next displayed.  This 
facilitates the separation of content and presentation and allows us to manipulate the data to be displayed without 
having to alter the HTML document being used to display it.  The following piece of HTML markup uses the three 
special HTML tag attributes, DATASRC, DATAFLD and DATAPAGESIZE, to bind and display the data. 
 

 

<TABLE DATASRC=”#data” DATAPAGESIZE=10> 

   <TR> 

      <TD><DIV DATAFLD=”COL1”></DIV></TD> 

      <TD><DIV DATAFLD=”COL2”></DIV></TD> 

      <TD><DIV DATAFLD=”COL3”></DIV></TD> 

      <TD><DIV DATAFLD=”COL4”></DIV></TD> 

   </TR> 

</TABLE> 

 

 

The DATASRC attribute specifies the ID of the HTML tag pointing to the data source.  When used on the                                                                 
<TABLE> tag it says that the data source should be used for the entire table.  The DATAFLD attribute used in the 
<DIV> tags tells what data value (column) from the data source should be displayed within this cell of the table.  
Lastly the optional DATAPAGESIZE attribute specifies the number of rows of data to be shown each time the page is 
displayed.  When DATAPAGESIZE is used only one row needs to be defined in the HTML table.  The browser will 
know to use this single row definition for each row of data to be displayed.  

JAVASCRIPT 

Javascript is a scripting language which can be imbedded within an HTML document and used to dynamically 
generate HTML markup or perform decisions or calculations.  Unlike other scripting languages such as VBScript web 
browsers like Internet Explorer can interpret Javascript code by themselves resulting in the ability for Javascript logic 
to be run client-side without the need for a server connection.  Our Tagset will imbed within its HTML output a 
collection of Javascript functions that will be used to perform such tasks as navigating through our data, adding 
records, saving the data to our hard drive, etc. 

DOM AND ACTIVEX 

Javascript has facilities available to it for accessing virtually all parts of an HTML document as well as some higher 
level Windows functionality.   

 

The DOM, or Display Object Model, can be used within Javascript functions to reference the individual HTML tags 
and their attributes contained within a document.  It can also be used to access the individual data nodes within a 
XML data structure.  This is important since XML is going to be the type of data structure used by our application.   

 

ActiveX is, simply speaking, a set of technologies developed by Microsoft for sharing information among different 
applications.  Using it will allow our Javascript functions to perform operations such as saving data to the user’s hard 
drive. 

COOKIES 

Although I stated earlier that web pages cannot write to the user’s hard drive Cookies are one of the exceptions to 
the rule.  Cookies are actually very small pieces of data that can be saved by a web page to the user’s hard drive for 
later retrieval.  They are what allows a web page to remember things like your user name, address, etc. between 
visits to a web site.  The tiny amount of data that is allowed to be stored combined with the specific format that the 
data must be stored in makes Cookies essentially useless for any sort of data warehousing or program storage.  
Once again this is an intentional security limitation within Internet Explorer intended to prevent any data of 
substantial size, such as a harmful program, from being written to the user’s hard drive.  Although Cookies are not 
essential for the type of application we are creating our Tagset will use one to store a single piece of information 
between sessions. 
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SAS & ODS 

And finally there is SAS, the language we all know and love, with which we will weave all of the above technologies 
together into a single application.  We will be using Proc Template to create a Tagset and a style definition, Proc 
Report for printing our SAS data and ODS to fuse the two together and produce our specialized HTML output.   

THE STRUCTURE OF THE FINAL HTA DOCUMENT 
First let’s take a brief look at the general structure of an HTA document.  Below is a condensed example of the 
markup we need our Tagset to generate.  The text placed within the <TITLE></TITLE> tags [A] will appear as the 
application name in the upper border of the browser window.  The <HTA> tag [B] specifies the attributes of the HTA 
application.  ODS will place the document’s style definitions within the <STYLE></STYLE> tags [C].  Our Javascript 
functions need to go within the <SCRIPT></SCRIPT> tags [D].  The <BODY> tag [E] specifies that the Javascript 
function STARTUP() should be run when the page is loaded by the user’s browser.  The STARTUP() function will 
initialize our Data Island’s environment.  And finally the HTML table definition [F] uses the DATASRC and DATAFLD 
attributes to bind the table to our XML data source [G].  In this example the DATAPAGESIZE attribute is also used to 
tell the user’s browser to display 10 rows of data per page.  

 

 

 

THE CODE 
Let’s take a look at what the major components of our program will be. 

THE TAGSET 

The details of writing an ODS Tagset are beyond the scope of this paper.  However it is important to have some 
general idea of what the Tagset is doing for us.   

 

Although we could write a Tagset from scratch we want to preserve as much normal functionality as possible 
including the application of SAS style definitions at execution time.  Consequently we will base our new Tagset on 
the HTML4 Tagset distributed with SAS Version 9.  Please note that since the capabilities and internal logic of 

 

 

 

<html> 

   <head> 

      <title>Tagset Generated HTA Demo - Display Mode</title> 

      <hta:application> 

      <style type="text/css"></style> 

      <script language="javascript" type="text/javascript"></script> 

   </head> 

   <body onload="startup()" onunload="shutdown()"> 

      <TABLE DATASRC=”#data” DATAPAGESIZE=10> 

         <TR> 

            <TD><DIV DATAFLD=”COL1”></DIV></TD> 

            <TD><DIV DATAFLD=”COL2”></DIV></TD> 

            <TD><DIV DATAFLD=”COL3”></DIV></TD> 

            <TD><DIV DATAFLD=”COL4”></DIV></TD> 

         </TR> 

      </TABLE> 

      <xml id="data"> 

         <ROOT> 

            <RECORD> 

               <COL1></COL1> 

               <COL2></COL2> 

               <COL3></COL3> 

               <COL4></COL4> 

            </RECORD> 

         </ROOT> 

      </xml> 

   </body> 

</html> 
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version 9 Tagsets are considerably different from those in version 8 the Tagset we are creating will only work in 
version 9 or later of SAS. 

 

Essentially five modifications will need to be made to the HTML4 Tagset.  The first inserts the DATASRC, DATAFLD 
and DATAPAGESIZE options into their appropriate places within the ODS HTML output.  The second is the addition 
of logic to insert a collection of Javascript functions into the HTML document.  The third change adds the navigation 
buttons, etc. below the table output.  Fourth, a conditional piece of code is added to allow the output to be changed 
from a simple display to editable fields.  Lastly, as the data passes through the Tagset logic a Tagset STREAM 
variable is used to build a XML data structure that is imbedded within the document at the end of the HTML output to 
be used as our XML data store.  In this way both the HTML document and the data are packaged together within one 
file. 

 

Within the Tagset we can use MVAR statements to define SAS Macro variables whose contents will be made 
available to the Tagset at execution time.  In this application we will be using 3 macro variables to allow the user to 
pass execution time parameters into the process.  The three macro variables which will pass their data to the Tagset 
logic are: 

 

     OUTPUTMODE             –  This should contain a value of either DISPLAY or EDIT and specifies if the output table  

                                               is to be displayed or made editable. 

     DATAPAGESIZE           –  This sets the number of rows of data to be displayed in each page of output. 

     INPUTFIELDWIDTHS   –  If the OUTPUTMODE macro variable is set to “EDIT” this parameter can be used to 

                                               specify the length of the input fields.  A series of numeric field lengths, one for each 

                                               column in the table (left to right) separated by commas, should be specified.  (If the  

                                               OUTPUTMODE variable is set to “DISPLAY”  this macro variable is not used and  

                                               does not need to be valued.) 

 

The values of these macro variables need to be assigned prior to using the Tagset.   

A CUSTOM STYLE DEFINITION 

We will be using a style definition to control the appearance of our output and customize our page’s navigation 
buttons and input fields. 

PROC REPORT 

A short Proc Report step will be used to create the web page.  Since our Tagset will be based off of the HTML4 
Tagset distributed with SAS Version 9 any style attributes you specify either in a style definition or within the Proc 
Report itself will be honored.   

A MACRO FOR EASY USE 

To simplify using the program and passing it the necessary macro values we will enclose the logic within a SAS 
macro.   

PUTTING THE PROGRAM TOGETHER 
Now let’s put these pieces together to form our program. 

1. DEFINE THE TAGSET 

We use a Proc Template step to define our new Tagset.  Note the MVAR statements at the beginning.  They make 
the contents of the macro variables with the same names available for use within the Tagset’s logic.  Also note that 
we are using the SAS distributed TAGSETS.HTML4 Tagset as the parent, or base, for constructing our new Tagset.  
The “events” defined within this Tagset (not shown) tell SAS and ODS what logic to execute to create our output. 

 

 
  Proc Template; 

       define Tagset Tagsets.DataIslandTagset; 

              mvar DataPageSize; 

              mvar OutputMode; 

              mvar InputFieldWidths; 
         parent = Tagsets.HTML4; 

              /*** TAGSET EVENTS ARE DEFINED HERE ***/ 

            .  

            .  

            .  
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       end; 

  run; 

 

 

2. CREATE A CUSTOM STYLE DEFINITION 

We will also use Proc Template to create a custom style definition to control the appearance of our output: 

 

 
proc template; 
     define style styles.DataIslandStyle; 
            parent = styles.sasweb; 
            style navigate from Header / 
                  cellwidth = 100; 
            style setbutton from navigate / 
                  cellwidth = _undef_; 
            style input from data / 
   just = right; 

     end; 

run; 

 
 

You may notice that the styles defined here (“navigate”, “setbutton” and “input”) do not use the conventional names 
found in your SAS documentation.  The fact is styles of any name can be defined within Proc Template, they just 
may not have any meaning in your output.  But since we are tailoring our own Tagset logic we can give them 
meaning.  By having our Tagset add the HTML attribute “CLASS=” to the appropriate tags within the document we 
can cause HTML to associate the tags with the styles we have defined.  For example, the INPUT style defined above 
can be referenced from within our HTML document using a tag syntax like this: 
 

 

<INPUT CLASS=”input”></INPUT> 

 

 

Our Tagset will add these CLASS attributes to the appropriate HTML tags when the document is created. 

3. USE PROC REPORT TO GENERATE THE HTA 

The Proc Report step we will use to generate our output is very simple.  The ODS statements before and after the 
proc open and close the ODS destination, tell ODS to use the Tagset we just created, apply our custom style 
definition and send the output to a file named “C:\DataIsland.hta”.  Note that the file extension of the output file is 
.HTA, not .HTML.  This defines the file as an HTML Application and allows it to run on the user’s machine and have 
access the system’s hard drive free from the normal security restrictions imposed on server-based web pages.  The 
TITLE option on the output file specification tells ODS what text to place within the <TITLE></TITLE> tags in our 
HTML output.  In an HTA this text will be displayed in the upper border of the user’s browser window. 

 

 
  ods Tagsets.DataIslandTagset  
      style=styles.DataIslandStyle 
      file="C:\DataIsland.hta" (title="--- Application Title ---"); 
 
  proc report nowindows; 
       columns --- Column/Variable Names ---; 
  define  ---   Column Definition   ---; 
                        . 
                        . 
                        . 
  run; 

  ods Tagsets.DataIslandTagset close; 
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4. SETTING UP THE ENVIRONMENT AND EXECUTING THE CODE 

Before using our Tagset we must first set the values of the macro variables used by the Tagset.  Typically we might 
do this using simple %LET statements like this: 

 

 
  %let OutputMode=display; 
  %let DataPageSize=10; 

 

 

And if the value of the OUTPUTMODE macro variable is set to “EDIT” then the macro variable INPUTFIELDWIDTHS 
can also be assigned the widths (in characters) for each column’s edit field like this: 

 

 
  %let InputFieldWidths=4 2 2 4 7 4 4 4 4;  

 
 
However, instead of using %LET statements we will actually pass the values to the program logic by enclosing the 
code within a SAS macro.  This will also allow us to streamline the Proc Report step and make it more generic by 
using macro logic to dynamically generate the column definitions at execution time based on user supplied 
parameters: 

 

 
%macro CreateDataIsland(OutputMode=DISPLAY, 
                        Data=, 
                        Columns=, 
                        Dest=, 
                        ApplicationTitle, 
                        DataPageSize=10, 
                        InputFieldWidths=); 
       ods Tagsets.DataIslandTagset  
           style=styles.DataIslandStyle 
           file="&Dest" (title="&ApplicationTitle"); 
       proc report nowindows split=’^’ data=&Data  
                   style={cellpadding=3 cellspacing=1}; 
            columns &Columns;  
  %let c=1; 
  %do %while(%scan(&Columns,&c,%str( ))^=); 
      define %scan(&Columns,&c,%str( )) / display center; 
      %let c=%eval(&c+1); 
  %end; 
       run; 
       ods Tagsets.DataIslandTagset close; 
%mend  CreateDataIsland; 
 
 

THE FINAL PROGRAM 
Let’s see our final program in action.   

USING THE MACRO 

The DemoData DATA step creates a set of test data from the SASHELP.RETAIL data member distributed with the 
SAS system.  A page title is then defined and the macro is called twice.  The first macro execution creates a display-
only application (OUTPUTMODE=DISPLAY) and the second creates an editable version (OUTPUTMODE=EDIT): 

 
data DemoData; 
     set sashelp.retail (keep=year month day sales); 
     format year 4. month day 2. sales 10.; 
     label year='^YEAR' month='^MONTH' day='^DAY'  
           sales='SALES^(MILLIONS OF $)'; 
run; 
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title1 .h=6 "RETAIL SALES DATA"; 
 

%CreateDataIsland(OutputMode=DISPLAY, 
                  Dest=DataIslandsDemo_Display.hta, 
   ApplicationTitle=Tagset Generated HTA Demo - Display Mode, 
                  Data=DemoData, 
   Columns=year month day sales, 
   DataPageSize=5) 
 

%CreateDataIsland(OutputMode=EDIT, 
                  Dest=DataIslandsDemo_Edit.hta, 
   ApplicationTitle=Tagset Generated HTA Demo - Edit Mode, 
                  Data=DemoData, 
   Columns=year month day sales, 
   DataPageSize=5, 

                    InputFieldWidths=4 2 2 4 7 4 4 4 4) 

 

 

APPLICATION SCREENSHOTS 

Here is what our resulting HTA applications look like. 

 

DataIslandsDemo_Display.hta (OUTPUTMODE=DISPLAY) 

In this output format the data is simply displayed along with some navigation buttons.  When the navigation buttons 
are clicked the appropriate Javascript function is called.  Since the DATAPAGESIZE option was set to 5 the 
navigation buttons will cause the user to move through the data displaying five rows per page. 
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DataIslandsDemo_Edit.hta (OUTPUTMODE=EDIT) 

Here we have set OUTPUTMODE=EDIT.  The data is now displayed within HTML <INPUT></INPUT> tags which 
allow them to be edited by the user.  In addition to the navigation buttons a “SAVE” button has been added which 
calls a Javascript function to save the user’s changes.  An “ADD” button can also be used to insert a new, blank 
record into the data store.  The “Data File Name” field allows the user to specify where he wants the XML data file 
containing the edited data to be stored.  Once a file name is entered pressing the SET button causes the filename 
info to be stored in a Cookie so that it can be remembered and used in subsequent sessions. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

PRACTICAL USES FOR THE APPLICATION 
Since our web page, XML data and Javascript logic are all contained within one file our application can be easily 
distributed by many means, e.g. on CD, download or as an email attachment.  Once received by the user they are 
free to edit or add to the data as needed.  It is even possible, rather than distributing the application with data 
already present within the data store, to send the application to the user with an empty data store allowing them to 
essentially use the application for data entry.  Once the user has completed editing the data the XML file specified in 
the “Data File Name” field can be imported into other applications or returned to the SAS programming staff for 
processing.  And since the XML file is basically a text file it too can be returned using any of the methods appropriate 
for text files.  After the SAS programmer has received the edited XML data file the SAS XML Libname Engine can be 
used to import the data directly into SAS for processing. 

 

This sort of application is excellent for distribution into the field when the intended users have no access to SAS or 
the Internet.  Additional Javascript logic could be added to perform input editing, calculations or even to conditionally 
display data fields or messages based on the user’s input.  Another option might be to add a button which would 
upload the edited data to a web server instead of requiring the user to return the XML file manually.  Essentially any 
functionality contained within HTML or Javascript could be built into the application by making the necessary 
changes to the Tagset definition. 

CONCLUSION 
This is a very simple example.  Obviously much more tailoring could be done and additional options added by simply 
adding to the Tagset the appropriate HTML markup and Javascript functions to perform the desired tasks.  This 
example does however demonstrate the power of ODS Tagsets as well as the scope of application types that can be 
developed by using Tagsets to combine multiple technologies within SAS output.  The types of applications that 
could be developed in this manner are only limited by one’s imagination. 
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HOW TO OBTAINING THE FULL CODE FROM THIS PAPER 
The full code used in this paper can be obtained from the author upon request. 

RECOMMENDED READING 
Introduction to HTML Applications (HTAs)  

Microsoft Corp. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/workshop/author/hta/overview/htaoverview.asp 

 

Add Persistence to Your XML Data Islands 

Tom Duffy 

http://www.devx.com/getHelpOn/10MinuteSolution/16481/1954?pf=true 

 

ODS Markup Resources 

SAS Inst. 

http://support.sas.com/rnd/base/topics/odsmarkup/ 

 

Technical FAQ (4036) Can I use the XML engine and PROC TEMPLATE to create a database application that 
displays records in HTML 

SAS Inst. 

http://support.sas.com/faq/040/FAQ04036.html 

 

HTML, XML, DOM, CSS and Javascript Tutorials 

W3 Schools 

http://www.w3schools.com/default.asp  

 

How to Successfully Import XML Using the Enhanced SAS XML LIBNAME Engine 

SAS Inst. 

http://support.sas.com/rnd/base/topics/sxle82/exp82/mapxmlexp.html 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Your comments and questions are valued and encouraged.  Contact the author at: 

James L. Ribble 

Centers For Disease Control & Prevention 

Mailstop K66 

4770 Buford Hwy. 

Atlanta, Ga. 30341-3717 

Work Phone:  770-488-5262 

E-mail: SUGI@CivilWarGeorgia.com 
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